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Abstract

This paper is based on “Innovation and Creativity in Language Studies”. As we all know language is very important for all of us including nature to human being. So this paper will help us to know how we can make the language studies creative which will be more attractive to people to know about language studies. As we all know language studies is offered by the Linguistics department. Linguistics is scientific study of language. It involves language analysis like language form, language meaning and etc. So this paper will tell you how the creativity and innovative idea will work in language studies. If we want to make language studies a catchy object then it must be attractive to all. As we know a boring paper never attract people so we have to make it more and more attractive by innovative and creative ideas. Practical work is more effective than a theoretical work so if we make the language studies classes practically then it will be more acceptable to all. We also can use mobile because nowadays each and everyone has smartphone in their hand. Here mainly we will discuss about the English Language. We will talk how to make the classroom or teaching skills more funny and interesting.
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WHAT IS LANGUAGE STUDIES?

Language Studies is an interdisciplinary major offered by the Linguistics Department. It is basically designed to equip students with adeptness in one foreign language and at the same time provide an understanding of the general nature of human language. It helps people to know their own language vividly and also to know others language quite properly. It also helps to know human language as we can easily communicate with each other. In Language Studies English is not the ultimate language but Pidgin and Creole are also included. In a easy way we can say as every language has their own trait so their phonetics, syntax, semantics and morphology are the language studies.
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WHAT IS INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY?

Innovation is a term of new ideas or creative ideas. Innovation can also be said as the application of better solution to meet new requirements or existing market needs. By innovation we also can have new ideas to sell any product easily which is a business cause and by innovation we can also make any subject or language quite easy or attracted or more acceptable to people.

Creativity is a phenomenon. By creativity something new and valuable is created. Creative item can be anything abstract like new ideas or physical object like a invention. So mainly creativity is an act to make the idea or thought a real model.
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Introduction

In the year 2009 in Italy a conference was held and this topic was the main theme of that conference. As nowadays people are more eager to know anything of this world so they should be aware of the main language which is widely used throughout this world which is English. We will here discuss about how this language can be more acceptable and interesting. In any education institution students come from different types of environment. They also have different type of learning skills and capability. So we have to make a solution for that. As we know maximum people like practical work more than theoretical work and they also like audio video more than a boring speech. If we extract the texts from books and make them interesting then students will be more helpful to get the points.
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Discussion

In each and every educational institute they have their own rules and guidelines to follow in teaching. Main thing of studies is reading, writing, listening and sometimes speaking. But there is no interesting or attractive thing. So these classes are sometime helpful and sometimes not, sometimes a group of students can not understand everything but at the same time they do not ask the teachers to make that point clear. For make that easy we really have to make the process in different way.

How can interest be generated among students?

As I said before many of students can not able to get all the points and also at the same time they are afraid of ask the teacher to clear the point. If we make the class something different by making the classes as a conversation class then it will be a bit helpful. Any innovative and creative ideas will be helpful.

How can we make use of everyday objects to bring fun into the classroom?

For making a boring class interesting to the pupils we can use any kind of regular used things. We know that the very first lessons we get from our family because we live with our family most of the time and from the birth. The same thing also will be happened as we know the daily use object very well than a unknown text of a book.
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How a game can help in studies?

In class time students are not allowed to play. But it is very obvious that they fond of playing than any other activity. If we allow them to play in class time but with texts then they will happily do it. A game like – choose a student randomly among all and ask to read an article and make understand that article others including the teachers, may that student be wrong to say the exact meaning but it will be easy for them and also interesting.

Overcoming the problems

If the students will be asked to make their problems as a list and after the class teacher will discuss it with all. Sometimes to make it more interesting teacher also can write a problem and ask the students to help him out about the problem and make the students understand that not only them but teacher can also have some problems then it will be quite fun and also helpful.

Audio Video Session

To make the classroom more joyful and lively teacher and institute can arrange a audio video class along with the speech. Because watching a movie is more acceptable to a student than reading a novel. Students also likes to watch cartoon. So if we show them the cartoon in english that will be also good for them.
Feedback

Institute can also start take feedback of all the teachers from each and every students. So that Institute also can understand who is the more accepted teacher to the students and ask others to perform like him.

Conclusion

Creativity and Innovation, understanding and encouragement will go a long way towards establishing rapport with our students and towards learning the English language. Using task-based learning to teach English does not fall into the well-tried comfort zone of traditional teaching. By the new ideas in classroom the average and poor students will also be helpful and the teacher will also be quite happy to teach them by new thoughts and technique. Nowadays there are some institute which support old people to learn. If we talk about them then practical work will be more effective for them. Now we can easily said that the “Innovation and Creativity in Language Studies” is very important.
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